Alternative 2C

2C  Mid-Level, Off-Line Station Flyover, East Side Platform Tunnel Crossing Under Tracks

- Bus Lanes
- Express Lanes
- General Lanes
- Bus Platforms
- MTS Buses

Tracks
Mid-Level
Freeway
PROPOSED FEATURES
1. BRT LANES IN MEDIAN.
2. NEW Flyovers through Tunnel, East of Freeway.
3. Realignment I-805 Express Lanes and General-Purpose Lanes.
4. Replace Oceanview Blvd OC, Imperial Ave OC, and Market St OC.
5. BRT Station (Number of Bus Bays to be determined) East of Freeway.
6. Pedestrian Bridge South of Greenwood UP.

LEGEND
- Existing Caltrans Right-of-Way
- BRT Only Lane
- Express Lane
- Platform
- Replace Bridge/Pavement
- New Pedestrian Bridge
- New Vehicular Bridge
- New BRT/LRT Station

IBI Group
www.ibigroup.com